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Reigate Beekeepers
BeeNews February 2017

Photo opportunity of the Month

Comments about and contributions for publication in will be welcomed by the editors.
For inclusion in an edition, contributions are required by the 25th of the preceding month.

Do you know what they are ?
They are perhaps not as fancy and ornate as
those featured in our July 2016 photograph
of the same type of structure in Hartpury
church yard. And these have in place small
skeps with unusual stone  platten bases, but
they provide the same function. They are
simple rustic bee boles - cavities where
beekeepers in olden days would place their
skeps. This photograph was taken by Sandra
Rickwood during her visit to St. Fagans
National History Museum of Wales in Cardiff.

Got an unusual, topical, or interesting bee related image that
could be featured here?

 Please send it to the editors today!

Dates for your Diary
Date Event / Description Venue / Contact

Feb, Wed 1st Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:00)
 Talk by Adam Leitch about Bee Anatomy

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Sat 4th Spring Lunch (12:00 - 15:00)
Social get together and a great meal.

Grumpy Mole Brockham
Andrew Buchanan

Feb, Wed 8th Microscopy Course (20:00 - 22:00)
 10th & final session presented by Adam Leitch

Henfold Pavilion
Celia Perry

Feb, Thu 16th Asian Hornet - First Hand Experience (from 19:30)
A talk by David Kemp (Guildford Division)

Cobham Village Hall
Weybridge Division

Feb, Sat 18th 12th Surrey Bee Day (09:30 - 17:00)
Six speakers, six topics, inc ‘Branding Your Product’.

Cobham Village Hall
Sandra Rickwood

Feb, Sat 25th West Sussex BKA Annual Convention (09:30 - 17:00)
Speakers, Seminars, Refreshments & Lunch. Booking Reqd

Pulborough RH20 1LZ
Click for details

Mar, Wed 1st Monthly Winter Meeting (19:30 - 21:30)
Talk by Richard Ridley - Beekeeping in Africa & Bees Abroad

Woodhatch Centre
Andrew Buchanan

Mar, Sat 4th Bee Trade Exhibition (09:00 - 16:30)
40+ Traders, Restaurant, Free Lectures, £4/£5 entrance

Stoneleigh Park
www.beetradex.co.uk

Mar, Sat’s
11th  & 18th

Apiary Tidy-Up Sessions (09:30 - 13:00 each day)
Preparing the apiary for the Summer Season

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

Mar, Sat 25th RBKA’s Auction of Bees & Equipment (from 11:00)
Sell what’s surplus and bid for what’s needed.

Mickleham Village Hall
Paul Cleaver

Apr, Wed 5th First 2017 Summer Season Meeting (18:00 - 21:00)
Beginners, Basic & Improvers Training commences.

Henfold Apiary
Andrew Buchanan

More dates? The Members website has the full year’s Diary Dates Click Here

mailto:rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
http://www.westsussexbeekeepers.org.uk/convention.html
http://beetradex.co.uk
http://rbkbblog.com/events/diary-dates/
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Our website is updated much more regularly than this monthly
edition of , so click on Members Website for lots more

information and, all the latest news and activity updates.

  Editorial

Perpetual Motion is a Reality - it’s called Beekeeping

During final stages of preparing this February edition of ; whilst requesting the addition
of a post about the upcoming Henfold Tidy-Up Days on the Members website, our Chairman
commented - “It seems that the seasonal work has already started !!!!!”.   Did it ever stop ?
The prompt did however serve to highlight the unquestionable fact that there is already a great
deal of beekeeping related activity that either could, can, should or indeed, needs to be done…
and its only February.

Whilst we still have a few more weeks before getting really stuck into the practical aspects, do
use some of your spare time to take advantage of what will be two interesting forthcoming talks
at our final two Winter meetings at Woodhatch, as well as another talk provided by our
Weybridge Division colleagues during mid February, itself closely followed by SBKA’s BeeDay
with no less than six speakers.
Then you also need to be thinking about what you wish to get out of this years practical sessions
at Henfold. Whether that be just getting familiar with beekeeping, preparing for your Basic
Assessment, learning some more advanced but fundamental techniques and manipulations, or
rehearsing for some BBKA Modules.
And how about, for a change perhaps, planning ahead for the SHOW SEASON. That kicks of at
the end of May with the Surrey County Show, followed two weeks later by the South of England
Show, culminating with our own show in October, and the National Honey Show in November.
Why not plan and prepare NOW to enter something into ALL of them ?
Meanwhile we hope to see you at the Spring Lunch on the 4th February - another one of those
‘could, can, should’ activities.

Richard & Graham

http://rbkbblog.com
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Members News
Preparing Mind, Body & Apiary. by Andrew Buchanan

The cold spells in our winter weather have
arrived !

Never-the-less' Queen Bees will start to lay
eggs in increasing numbers very shortly. It is
essential that the colony has sufficient stores
to carry it through to the beginning of March
at least.

Apart from Karen and Simon Ford and their
team who have been keeping an eye on the
colonies and the Microscopy Course being run
by Adam Leitch and Celia Perry, there has
been very little activity at Henfold Copse.
However, in order to prepare for this year's
Summer Sessions a lot of work needs to be
done at Henfold Copse during March.

Please keep the following dates open so that
you might be able to help on 'Tidy Up Henfold'
days

SATURDAY 11th MARCH
SATURDAY 18th MARCH

9:30 am until 1:00 pm'ish each day
More details in the March edition of

Please note that, owing to the very soft ground,
all members visiting Henfold Copse are asked:

NOT TO DRIVE/PARK
THEIR CARS

ON ANY GRASSY AREAS.

The Parking Area of grass has been roped off.

During the coming summer season I will be
acting as the Division's Quartermaster. Please
take note of my message in Equipment News
about ordering new equipment for yourself.

On Saturday 4th February this year's RBKA
Spring Lunch is being held at The Grumpy Mole
in Brockham, 12:15 pm for 1:00 pm. Details
may be found elsewhere in this

Saturday 18th February is Surrey Bee Day
being held at Cobham Village Hall from 9:30
am until 5:00 pm. There will be 6 Speakers
talking on different aspects of beekeeping. It
will be well worth attending if you can, giving
an opportunity to listen to renowned
Beekeepers and meet new friends with a
common interest.

Lastly, in order to enhance the level of teaching
at Henfold Copse, one of the items on the
Committee's Wish List is a laptop computer to
assist speakers to give impromptu lectures on
details of beekeeping techniques etc that will
often relate to recent or imminent practical
sessions.

If any member has a redundant yet useable
laptop computer taking up valuable space and
would like to donate it please contact me.
RBKA will be very grateful indeed.
Now that  the Winter is here can the Spring be
far behind ?

Andrew Buchanan
01306 712773    07879 552582

andrewb38@btinternet.com

Introducing the Beekeepers Class of 2017

Possibly a few already familiar, as well as many
new faces, all clustered in the warmth of the
Woodhatch venue for this winter’s
‘Introduction to Beekeeping’ course being
presented on RBKA’s behalf by David Rudland.

There will be an early opportunity for the Class
of 2017 to be introduced to the Henfold Apiary

and quite few current members hopefully
during one of the Tidy-Up-Henfold days in
March (see above).

As part of that introduction, they will also be
encouraged to turn their hands to that essential
skill of frame making … avoiding their thumbs
wherever possible in the process.

mailto:andrewb38@btinternet.com
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  Events News

Pop-Up-Shop - Helpers Needed
Possibly utilising a ‘Barrow Stall’ it is proposed
that the Pop-Up-Shop will return on 25th
February to Leatherhead’s Swan Centre.
Organiser Alan Berridge is keen to hear from
more members willing and able to either help
for two or three hours, or to provide assistance
with the setting up, delivery and collection of
stock at the beginning and end of the day.
If you have surplus stocks of street legally
labelled honey products to add to the stock on
offer for sale, do contact Alan and read the
Pop-Up-Shop blog here for more information.

Our upcoming Auction of Bees & Beekeeping
Equipment and our Spring Bee Health Clinic
are both on the 25th March, based within
Mickleham Village Hall.
The Auction is managed by Paul Cleaver, who
needs plenty of stock to be auctioned (the
Lots), and volunteers to help it all run smoothly
(the Runners, Marshals and Porters).
On the same day and same place, Bob Maurer
will be setting up microscopes with a team of
microscopists to provide a clinic checking for
Nosema (in your Bee Samples). And Bob needs
volunteers to help prepare those samples for
examination, (the Grinders).
Refreshments will be provided throughout both
events, organised by Sue Hickson, who’s team
will welcome both fresh help and supplies of
fresh home made cakes to sell on the day.

And don’t forget that Paynes will have their
beekeeping supplies stand in the hall as usual.

Notices promoting the Auction are distributed
to our sister SBKA Divisions and neighbouring
Associations. The event is also listed on the
BBKA and BeeCraft websites and within the
February and March editions of BeeCraft.

Visit http://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk for details
of how to register items to sell and full T&C’s.

In addition to the possibility of picking up some
bargains on the day, it also a great opportunity
to ‘off-load’ some of that surplus equipment
you might have tucked away in the back of your
bee shed. Dig it out, dust it off and get it
Registered to Sell NOW; and do contact Paul,
Bob or Maggie to offer your help in running
this major annual event for Reigate Beekeepers.

Lots Needed (including Runners, Marshals, Porters, Bee Samples, Grinders & Cakes !)

The provision of a 3G/4G data
connection at Henfold is being
considered as a ‘forthcoming event’.
Knowing that the signal strength from different
providers may vary wildly, it would be useful if
anyone could, from experience, comment as to
the relative quality.
If you have been to Henfold and used a data
connection from your 'phone in the area around
the pavilion could you let Vince Gallo know
how good/reliable it has been, whether it was
3G or 4G and which provider please.

Knowing Your Strengths

South of England Bees & Honey Show
An extremely popular visitor attraction within a marquee at the annual South of England

Show during the 8th, 9th & 10th June this year. It provides a perfect venue for introducing
and informing a public eager to understand more about honey bees and beekeeping.

Could you help by passing on your passion for beekeeping to an enquiring public?
The Bees & Honey Show stands include a Honey Sales stall, offering product provided by

neighbouring Associations, Divisions and individual beekeepers.
The Honey Show Competition is open to all, so why not prepare some entries. Richard

Bradfield  has offered to gather, deliver and later collect and return RBKA members show
entries or honey they may offer to sell. So NO EXCUSE for not entering !

Helping as a steward is also rewarded with free entry to the entire South of England Show
and time off from ‘Bees & Honey duties’ to walk around the show-ground.

Even if you are not able to participate directly, do drop in to the Bees & Honey Marquee
during the three days of the show, to say hello.

Visit the Members Website (here) for details; inc. links to the Show Schedule & Entry Form.

https://rbkbblog.com/2016/11/29/pop-up-shop-team-blog/
mailto:cleaver.paul@gmail.com
mailto:bob@maurer.uk.com
sue.hickson@btinternet.com
http://www.paynesbeefarm.co.uk/
http://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk
mailto:mailto:rbkatreasurer@gmail.com
http://wp.me/p2VGpI-67P
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  Notice Board (click the          to also find it and more on our website)

SPRING LUNCH
Saturday 4th

February 2017
12:15 for 1.00pm

at
The Grumpy Mole
Brockham Green

If you have not already, book NOW
to join fellow members and friends
of RBKA for a great meal together
whilst maybe reflecting upon the
last summer’s beekeeping, and
even daring to contemplate what
2017 may bring.
Select from the ‘a la carte’ menu,
book & pay in advance - just £26
for 2 Courses, or £34 for 3 Courses.
Menu options and booking forms,
with menu selection are all available
on the Members website.
Hurry LAST BOOKINGS 1st Feb.

Surrey Bee Day
Saturday 18th February 2017

Registration 9:30 am, Start 10 am - Close 5 pm
Cobham Village Hall, Lushington Drive, Cobham KT11 2LU

Speakers
● Tony Harris - ‘Botany for Beekeepers’
● George Clouston - ‘Arnia, Benefits to Beekeepers’
● Elli Leadbeater’s Team - ‘Research at RHUL’

including:
● Callum Martin - ‘Are commercial bumblebees

needed for strawberry pollination in the UK?’
● Emily Bailes - ‘Flower margins on farmland, a

beneficial resource or a hotbed of disease?’
● Fabio Manfredini - ‘Understanding the dance

language of honey bees’.
● Mike & Julie Axford - ‘Branding Your Product’

Tickets £24 including lunch
Reservations: email Sandra Rickwood rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
or telephone Joan Johnson 01932 873275.
Payment online to CAF Bank, Surrey Beekeepers Association,
Sort code 40 52 40, account number, 00009321.
Please use reference SBD12           or
Post to Mrs. S Rickwood, 19 Kenwood Drive Walton on Thames
KT12 5AU  Cheques payable to ‘Surrey Beekeepers Association’

Harper Adams University
Newport, Shropshire, TF10 8NB

Fri.  7 April - Members Day & Trade Show
 Sat.  8 April - Public Day & Trade Show
 Sun. 9 April - Education Day.

Download the Full Programme here.

Book your Tickets, Workshops & Courses and
Accommodation by clicking on the hyper-
links  below - make a real weekend of it!

Visit the BBKA WELCOME page for
the 2017 Spring Convention for
advice on what, when and how

to make your bookings.
Click Here

FARNHAM BKA QUIZ EVENING
SATURDAY 25TH FEBRUARY 2017

Tilford Institute, Tilford Road, Tilford GU10 2BU
Starting at 7.30pm

Come and test your knowledge of general trivia
Only one bee-specific round…so this is suitable for

those long-suffering partners and friends too!!
Tickets £15 to include supper of

fish and chips or vegetarian shepherd’s pie.
No bar…bring your own!!

Tickets must be paid for by 31 January
and meals booked by then

Contact Di to book….. 01428 654303 or drdcook01@gmail.com

Please make cheques out to FBKA and send to

Di Cook, Homeleigh, Grayswood Road,
Grayswood, Surrey GU272DE

or, if you prefer, make a BACS transfer to
FBKA: sort code 40 52 40

Account Number: 00008497

Farnham challenges you to
beat them in the Quiz!!!!

http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
mailto:rickwoodsbka@gmail.com
http://www.bbka.org.uk/news_and_events/spring_convention.php
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RBKA is grateful for the continued support from
Paynes who again are offering a 5% discount
and free delivery to Henfold Copse, for all
orders which members place with RBKA.

The 2017 Paynes catalogue and order forms
will be available at Henfold Copse from
Saturday 11th March, whilst an online
Equipment Product/Price List 2017, and a
downloadable order form are already available
on the Members website.
An order form is also being circulated with the
email launching this edition of .
Orders may be placed:-
● By Hand - For purchases requested at a
Henfold meeting, an order form may be
completed and passed to me, together with
cash or a cheque to settle or request to pay by
bank transfer.
● By Post - A completed order form delivered
or posted to my home address (see order form)
should either include payment by cheque or a
request to pay by bank transfer.

● By email - An order form may be downloaded
and completed on-screen, requesting to pay by
bank transfer and then emailed to me directly.

Members submitting orders requiring payment
by bank transfer will be sent details of RBKA’s
bank account and an order reference number
to include with the payment transaction.

In all cases, individual orders will only be placed
with Paynes upon RBKA’s receipt of the
payment due.

Items ordered and placed with Paynes will
become available for collection by members on
subsequent Wednesday evenings, as advised,
during the period 1st April to 31st August.

Members wishing to make a purchase before
March 11th for  collection before April, should
first contact me to discuss, then place an order
by email and arrange collection from my home
address when the goods have arrived.

Andrew Buchanan
01306 712773    07879 552582

 Equipment News

Orders for New Beekeeping Equipment by Andrew Buchanan

http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://wp.me/p2VGpI-68d
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BeeNews: What’s happening?
SF: Writing up the notes after checking up on
the fondant levels in the twenty hives we are
responsible for. That’s the thirteen at Henfold
and seven of our own. Pleased to say they are
all looking well.

BeeNews: How long have you been a beekeeper?
SF: Karen and I started with a nucleus in the
Spring of 2014 so we are just completing our
third year.

BeeNews: What prompted your interest in
beekeeping?
SF: Karen was helping with a school beehive
and was keen to take up beekeeping.  She sent
me on the Mickleham Taster Day to get me on-
side.  If only I'd known then what I know now!

BeeNews: How long have you been a member of
RBKA?
SF: Nearly three years now.

BeeNews: How many colonies do you manage?
SF: Now we have six full size colonies and an
over-wintering nucleus; all in polystyrene hives.
If you want to listen to some polystyrene
positives - come and talk to us!

BeeNews: What does your role on the Committee
involve?
SF: I was co-opted as Apiaries Coordinator to
provide a link between the club's apiary
managers and the committee. Since then, I
have joined the committee and I expect that
my work will expand as I help to make the club
into something that all beekeepers would want
to join and be part of.

BeeNews: What do you think might be the worst
aspect of the role?
SF: Not having enough time to get everything
done - all suggestions for fitting everything in
to just two days per week are welcome.

BeeNews:  … and the best aspect?
SF: The enthusiasm and support of the Henfold
Winter Team.  Meeting people; listening to
their ideas and suggestions and, most of all,
seeing a new beekeeping trick or technique
actually work!

BeeNews: How time consuming do you think the
role will be?
SF: If I say "yes" to everything, it could be a
full-time job!  Unfortunately, I already have
one of those so it will have to fit in around
everything else.

BeeNews: How does your actual time commitment
compare with what might have been suggested
as being required?
SF: I can't remember that subject ever being
raised!

BeeNews: What do you do when not beekeeping?
SF: I'm an engineer who works in London and
can be found every day on the train between
Dorking and Waterloo.

BeeNews: Do you have a message for the
membership?
SF: We have about 200 members.  Are we
meeting your needs?  What can we do to make
your membership even more worthwhile?

Please come and tell me.

BeeNews: Thank you Simon.

Buzziest Interview - this month: Simon Ford

 Meet the Committee
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Questions & Answers

Is It Necessary to Feed Bees ?
A very pertinent question at this time of year
when as the one of the key messages from the
Members Website Tips Checklist for this month
says  ‘February is all about making sure that
your bees have sufficient to eat and drink’.

And of course  feeding at the appropriate time
is vital to the survival of your bees, but should
we feed additional ‘unnatural’ food such as
fondant ?

There are some beekeepers who feel it is
better in the Autumn to just leave some, or
even all, of the stores a colony has collected
during the season because this is more
natural. Like all areas of beekeeping there is
room for all views.

There are even those who argue that we
should not ‘molly-coddle’ colonies as natural
selection will sort things out, and so it may, but
while we wait for this ‘super-bee’ to evolve,
how do we beekeepers and our bees survive ?

And, if we just leave the bees to their own
devices there are risks. How many colonies
would survive without our intervention since
Varroa arrived back in the early 1990’s ?

But feeding is not natural ?

Well, cane sugar is sucrose and chemically the
stuff we buy is no different from that in nectar,
after all, it comes from plants and is made
using the sun’s energy during photosynthesis.

But, I hear, it does not contain the trace
micro-nutrients needed to keep bees healthy.
True, honey does contain some amino acids
and vitamins but in minute traces and in any
case, pollen is the bee’s source of these, which
reinforces how a varied and abundant pollen
diet is vital.

Feeding does have its place but it must be
done correctly and monitored, otherwise
beekeepers are lulled into a sense of false
security — I’ve fed the bees so all is well.

Some feeding tips — the do’s and don’ts !

1. Feed only the correct material and in the
correct concentration — no adulterations.

2. Use the appropriate type of food:-

● 1:1 sugar syrup for emergency feeding in
late Summer (August).

● 2:1 sugar syrup in the Autumn to ensure the
colony has sufficient stores for winter survival

● Fondant mix or such as Ambrosia candy
during November to February.

● 1:1 sugar syrup in February / March to
stimulate growth in the Spring and ensure no
starvation.

● Pollen patties (pollen substitute) in February.

(Note - syrup quantities are quoted by weight
2:1 syrup = 1 kilo or 2 lbs of sugar to 0.5 litre
or 1 pint of water.
1:1 syrup = 1 kilo or 2 lbs of sugar to 1 litre or
2 pints of water.)

Pollen Pattie to Encourage Spring Growth

3.When feeding prior to the Winter give the
bees sufficient time to process the stores
into a state that will remain suitable for them
to use — so that it is ripe and will not
ferment in the combs.

4. Feed all colonies at the same time. This will
give less risk of robbing.

5. Feed in the evening when flying has stopped
there will be less excitement, and less
robbing again.

6. Don’t feed honey unless it is your own, and
even then not old or over-heated stuff.

So the answer is a definite YES - it is necessary
to feed your bees. It has to be done correctly,
at the right time, and with the appropriate feed.

          inspired by and based on an article
courtesy of Warwickshire BKA
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 Topical News

Varroa Mites Infest Bees whist they are Foraging
We know that Varroa mites move between
colonies via robber bees and drift. Now in a new
paper published by David Peck, Michael Smith,
and Tom Seeley we learn that mites also have
the acrobatic capability to nimbly climb from a
flower onto a foraging bee.

It was also a surprise to discover that the mites
were able to detect foraging bees and transfer
from the flower to a bee during the short time
that bees normally spend foraging individual
flowers.

As the mites lack eyes and likely rely on their
chemosensory forelegs to detect potential
hosts, the researchers began their study with
a genuine doubt that a mite on a flower would
be capable of the sensory discrimination and
rapid acrobatics required to detect and mount
a foraging honey bee before it flew away.

But the mites were highly successful, latching
onto a host with their forelegs and then rapidly
flipping their body upside down to bring the rest
of their legs in contact with the host.

They climbed successfully onto a bee and clung
tight to the forager, despite the grooming
efforts of some bees. The mites quickly found
safe spots, that also made bee grooming efforts
quite futile. The mites came to rest in a ‘safe
location’ less than four seconds after first
contacting the bee.

The study was conducted in the following way
with the results outlined.

In an extremely poor area for nectar, the
researchers placed cut flowers in plastic cups
and then added a bit of sucrose syrup, where

the bees would typically find nectar. Then they
added a live mite and watched its interactions
with the foragers that arrived.

Of 31 mites placed on the glass feeder, 29
infested a bee; the two that did not were blown
off the feeder by wind. In 12 of the 29
infestations (40%), the bee immediately
groomed herself, but in only 3 instances was
the mite successfully dislodged.

Consequently, 26 of the 31 mites (84%) left
the feeder attached to a bee.

Of 43 mites placed on flowers, all 43 infested
a bee, and almost every one (41 of 43) left the
flower on the bee it had infested. One mite fell
off its forager, and one was groomed off.

The study demonstrated that mites are able to
rapidly infest honey bees foraging at a feeder
or on flowers of several species.

The observations reveal that mites can quickly
mount honey bees engaged in foraging, and
that despite efforts by the bees to groom off
the mites, they almost always succeed in
leaving the forage site still attached to a bee.

Mite transfer from flower to bee can occur in
just two seconds of foraging activity on a flower.

The authors note that live mites will have been
shipped across national borders in flowers,
which suggests a potential route for accidental
mite importations.

Click this link to read the full paper
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0167798

 courtesy of Ipswich & East Suffolk BKA

Photographs -  splash.sussex.ac.uk / Alex Wild

http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0167798
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0167798
http://journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0167798
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Bee Friendly - Creepers and Climbers
This family is in sharp contrast to some of
those we have featured in previous editions of

, as it contains so few species in only
three genera: Hedera, Fatsia and Aralia. The
last two are of only passing interest to us as
beekeepers but Hedera contains the ivies,
which are of immense importance to honey
bees and many other insects.

There are a number of species, subspecies and
cultivated varieties of ivy, but the common ivy,
Hedera helix, is the one we are concerned with
here.

Many people have a love/hate relationship with
ivy. In the last few years it seems to have
taken off in a big way and is now found
festooning trees everywhere, climbing over
buildings and even growing out into grassy
areas. It is extremely difficult to remove,
although a certain grim pleasure can be had
pulling the trailing stems and seeing how long
you can get them before they break.

Ivy has two forms of stem; creeping
and flowering. The creeping stems wander
over the ground searching for somewhere
to climb. Their leaves are smoother and
not the characteristic shape of the leaves
on the climbing stems and the creeping
stems may form a mat on the ground.

Once the creeping stem has found somewhere
to climb, it begins its upward trek. It may be a
wall, tree, fence, anything that it can fasten
onto with its little roots, which occur all along
the stems and which make it very difficult to
remove them from the support.

These roots do not obtain any food from the
support, so ivy cannot be classed as a parasite,
but just act as anchors, enabling the stems to
reach great heights sometimes. The leaves
then change to the characteristic three-lobed
ivy shape and the flowers appear on the tips of
these climbing stems. Although the books say
they need sun to flower, plenty of ivy flowers
can be seen in the shade.

Trees can become quite inundated with ivy
causing them to be top heavy and reducing
dramatically the amount of light reaching their
leaves. Smaller trees can sometimes snap off
from the weight, particularly after heavy rain

or high winds. This is all made worse by the
fact that ivy is evergreen. However, this
luxuriant growth provides nesting sites for
small birds and a home for many insects,
particularly in the over-wintering stage of their
life-cycles.

So far the ‘hate’ part of the relationship
seems to be winning, but ivy flowers
are so attractive to bees and other insects,
that it is impossible to not love it.
You only have to watch a busy hive
in the Autumn bringing in load after
load of yellow ivy pollen to realise the
value of this plant.

The flowers are produced in clusters called
umbels, at the ends of the stems and
are pale coloured, greenish structures.
The ovary which forms a small mound
in the middle of the flower becomes
covered with nectar that is therefore
accessible to all visiting insects and it
is common to see late butterflies, wasps
and many species of flies, feeding on
patches of ivy on sunny days.
The nectar is very rich in sugar, so
much so that it frequently dries up on
the flower leaving a dry sugary residue.
It also granulates very quickly when bees
carry it home, but it is reputed to have
a pleasant flavour and is the last, often
very important, honey produced in the
year.

Both the nectar and the pollen provide
important sources of food for the colonies
as they prepare for the Winter, although

  Horticultural News

Ivy Flowers produce an abundance
of late nectar and pollen

Photograph - Celia Davis
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the stored honey granulates very rapidly
in the comb.
There are two interesting footnotes to the
story of ivy. One is the appearance of a little
solitary bee, Colletes hederae, from the
Continent in 2001. It was first recorded in
Dorset and has since extended its range
northwards as far as Shropshire, Staffordshire
and Norfolk. It has a gingery thorax and a
striped abdomen, collects its pollen pretty well
exclusively from ivy and so is about at this
time of year This is very late for a solitary bee.

The second is the holly blue butterfly which,
despite its name, uses ivy as its food plant for
its second brood of larvae. (The first brood

feed inside holly buds but clearly these are not
available later in the year.) The larvae develop
inside the buds of the ivy flowers and the
pretty little butterflies can often be seen flying
around ivy-covered trees. There are some
species of moth larvae that also feed on ivy
leaves.

Once the flowers of ivy have vanished
they are replaced by purple/black fruits
and these are eaten avidly by many
birds, particularly the winter-visiting thrushes
such as Fieldfares and Redwings, so on
balance, the ivy is really a tremendously
valuable plant for wildlife in general.

courtesy of Celia Davis, Warwickshire BKA

Ivy Bees

 About those Other Bees an occasional feature looking at the honey bees’ cousins

To complement our previous article we include
some information  about Ivy bees (Colletes
hederae) which were first seen in the British
Isles in Dorset in 2001, having arrived from
continental Europe.

They feed exclusively on the nectar of ivy
flowers and consequently emerge in mid or
late September to take advantage of the
flowering season of the ivy and are on the wing
until early November.

They are the last solitary bees to emerge and
because there are so few other bees around at
this time of year, are relatively easy to identify.

A male ivy bee on the left and a worker honey bee
on the right, both feeding on an ivy flower -

photograph taken by Richard Woodhouse in
Redhill in 2016

Ivy bees have striped abdomens and a furry
ginger thorax, looking like small honey bees in
an orange striped football jersey. Several may
be seen together on ivy flowers, particularly if
there is a nest site nearby.

They are now locally common in southern
England and are spreading north and west into
the Midlands and Wales.

Unlike honeybees, the ivy bee is solitary. After
mating, the female digs a burrow in loose earth
or sand and creates underground chambers.
She lays several eggs which she supplies with
pollen as food for the larvae when they hatch.
She dies after a few weeks but the larvae
pupate, staying underground and emerging as
adults in the following Autumn.

Each female digs her own burrow but tens or
even hundreds of females nest close together
in colonies, usually on sandy banks. The male
bees wait by the burrows for females to
emerge before ambushing them. Many males
may attempt to mate with a single female,
forming a writhing mass, or mating ball.

The Bees, Wasps and Ants Recording Scheme
(BWARS) is monitoring the spread of the ivy
bee and needs your recordings.

    courtesy of Warwickshire BKA and adapted
from the following reference

http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20141001-new-bee-
on-the-block

http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20141001-new-bee-on-the-block 
http://www.bbc.co.uk/earth/story/20141001-new-bee-on-the-block 
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Photograph - BBWear and Dennis Chow

DIY Suggestion
Making your own is

fun and saves money

  DIY Suggestions & Tips

Convert a Slotted Queen Excluder

Although cheaper than wire queen excluders
the slotted steel (or plastic) types are not as
favoured by many beekeepers for the following
reasons.

● Are not easy to clean

● Does not provide ‘bee space’

● Squashes / kills bees when replacing

● Steel versions damage bees crawling through

● Encourages more propolis

● Are difficult to manipulate

● Can distort, and crack

Typical Types of Excluder

However, if you do have these slotted excluders
it is possible to improve them with some very
simple carpentry. The photographs opposite
from Dennis Chow show how.

The wood that you use should preferably be
between 6 - 9 mm in thickness to provide an
appropriate space that the bees will not fill with
propolis.

Starting at one edge fix pieces of wood on both
sides of the slotted excluder with screws at ‘A’
on the top and ‘B’ on the other side. The two
pieces of wood should have staggered joints to
improve strength.

Carry on fixing wood to the other sides, add
further screws as shown in the photographs.
Also fix wooden strips to the centre of the
excluder.

Considering excluders in more detail, the
excluders produced by manufacturers have
varying gaps of 4.14 - 4.38 mm, and of course
bees also vary in size, so some smaller
(possibly virgin) queens can pass through
standard excluders.

If you would like to consider making your own
custom excluders with a specific gap using
smooth wire that is gentle on your bees, and
at a much lower cost, click this link for advice.
http://www.beekeepingforum.co.uk/showthread.php?t=25976

http://rbkbblog.com/
http://rbkbblog.com/category/notice-board/
http://rbkbblog.com/knowledge-base/index/
http://rbkbblog.com/membership/whos-who/
http://rbkbblog.com/diary-dates/
http://reigatebeekeepers.org.uk/
http://www.beekeepingforum.co.uk/showthread.php?t=25976

